
W ith Unlimited Technology’s recent addition of Integrated Security 
Technologies (IST), we’ve added a trusted 25-year partner of the 
Federal government to our team — enabling us to offer a more 

robust security integration portfolio to this highly regulated and mission-
critical sector. 

The combination of both companies’ sophisticated IT background and  
in-depth experience provides the expertise to build high-performing 
physical security environments and networked IT systems to protect the 
people, assets and facilities of Federal agencies at all times.

Understanding the Specialized Requirements of Government 
Our long history of working with a variety of government agencies gives 
us a unique insight into their specific security challenges and regulatory 
compliance requirements. Our in-house experts have government-specific 
certifications and clearances, and our company is certified as a GSA HSPD-12 
Qualified Integrator and an ISO 9001:2015 registered company.

As a Federal GSA contract holder, we know how to streamline the purchasing 
process to efficiently get any sized security project into production, while 
meeting all requirements for the “fair and reasonable” standard.

A Full Range of Solutions for Today’s Hybrid Attacks 
A successful cyber or physical attack can disrupt an agency’s operations or 
even deny critical services to the public. Mitigating these risks and improving 
the security of governmental facilities requires a comprehensive approach 
only Unlimited Technology and its partner, IST, can offer. 

End-to-End Technology Solutions
From employing security vulnerability assessments to doing a complete 
and exhaustive customized system fabrication, our goal is to provide 
Federal government customers with the highest level of security best 
practices, exemplary customer service and the most advanced security and 
technology solutions.

SECURITY & LOW VOLTAGE
✦  Access Control
✦   Video Systems
✦  Intercom and Communications
✦   Converged Networks and Wireless 

Connectivity
✦  Perimeter Security Assessments
✦    Design Build Service
✦  Structured Cabling

MANAGED SERVICES
✦  IT and Security Project Management
✦  Information/Cyber Security Services
✦  Vulnerability Assessments and 

Penetration Testing
✦  IT Managed Services
✦  Fusion Center
✦   Training

EXERO
✦  System Performance Monitoring 
✦  Enterprise Security Program Review

LIFE SAFETY 
✦  Fire Alarm Systems
✦  Gas Detection Systems
✦  Mass Notification Systems
✦  Server Room and Electronic Equipment 

Protection
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Reputation of Excellence 
Unlimited Technology’s reputation of excellence comes from our consistent 
ability to provide our customers with the utmost integrity and best possible 
solutions. Our aim has always been to offer exactly what our customers need, 
when they need it and within their budget. Contact us today to learn more 
about our Federal government security and technology solutions.
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